This paper examines how farm women represent rurality and agriculture within the context of 22 farm tourism. We draw upon qualitative data analysis of a farm women's agritourism 23 network in southern France centred on sheep milk production for Roquefort cheese. Through 24 the use of choreography, staging, performances, and their bodies, we found that women 25 represent rurality and agriculture in multiple and seemingly contradictory ways. At times 26 they paint portraits of rural life that reproduce human-nature and masculine-feminine binaries 27 affiliated with tradition and cultural heritage. At other times, they choreograph, stage, and 28 perform modernity by accentuating materials, ideals, and roles more accurately articulated as 29 a product of contemporary society. The result is a complex amalgam of agriculture and rural 30 life representations constructed for tourist consumption. We conclude by discussing the 31 opportunities such representations hold for enabling farm women to access cultural influence 32 in agriculture. 33
Introduction 54
For many, representations of rural France easily evoke picturesque images of a simpler 55 time where bucolic landscapes, dense familial and social bonds, and old world traditions 56 prevail. For the French, aspects of cultural patrimoine and la vieille France (old France) ( p. 57 280) embody even a more poignant idealisation of rural spaces and livelihoods (Bourdieu 58 1984; Hervieu and Viard 1996; . Waters (2010) argues that rural traditions -59 characterised by belonging, rootedness, stability and national distinctiveness -along with 60 peasant agriculture, are revered because they offer an antidote from the alienating forces of 61 neo-liberal globalisation. The peasant farmer is frequently heralded as the l'âme de la nation 62 (the soul of the nation), "evoking deep-rooted cultural traditions and implantation in the 63 national territory which define France" (Rogers, 2000, p. 62) . The strength of this collective 64 admiration compels Bessière (1998, p. 23 ) to contend that, in France, the symbolic 65 consumption of the landscape trumps its productive value; "stage-management comes before 66 the productive function in the general public's eye." 67 Yet, in our first foray into the world of French rural tourism we were met with a 68
Harley Davidson Motorcycle flag, hardly a symbol of la vieille France. Our initial reaction 69 was disappointment because our personal images of the rural idyll (Bunce 1994) were 70 shattered (Bell 2007 ). Little (1999, p. 440) argues that "the 'rural idyll' has too often "served 71 to detract from the recognition of variety and, indeed, alongside the concept of 'otherness', to 72 simplify our understanding of power relations within rural society and of the contestation of 73 the reality and representation of rural culture." For Hinrichs (1996) , idealised rural images 74 evoke tradition in ways that omit tension, diversity, and complexity. "Rather than 75 acknowledge conflict, benightedness, or squalor, notions of 'rural tradition' dwell selectively 76 on its most sanitized, beneficent possible features" (1996, p. 263). In this light, Juliette's 77
Harley flag is an invitation to problematise representations of agriculture and rurality within 78 agritourism. 1 It is a reminder that representations of agriculture and rural life are less 79 homogeneous and more complex than documented, extending an opportunity to explore the 80 ways in which agritourism is organised to symbolically construct rurality in ways that depart 81 from stock idealised or mythical images. 'fun' to the farm (George and Rilla 2011 ), yet most contend that the ascendency of 96 agritourism to a position of political and practical relevancy stems from the limits of the 97 meaning and understanding of agriculture and rural life for tourists drawn from a generation 123 whose knowledge of these domains is limited. Indeed, Cloke (1997, p. 372) writes that "many 124 people are likely to 'know' rural areas more through watching popular television programmes 125 than through personal experience." If accurate, agritourism may be one of the few 126 opportunities urban dwellers have throughout their lives to engage in the rural and to 127 experience agriculture, beyond the realm of eating, making it a pivotal arena for 128 understanding how agriculture and rural life are constructed and performed for uninitiated, yet 129 politically salient audiences. 130
Secondly, a small number of scholars have studied rural representation through a 131 gendered lens, inquiring as to how rural representations depict gender relations, practices, the 132 feminine and masculine body, and the heterosexual norm in rural spaces (Little 2006 found Norwegian farm women integrating cultural heritage through storytelling, home-143 cooked local foods, personal dress, and nature-based activities. In addition, food and 144 foodways often play a central role in agritourism representation. Bessière (1998, p. 30) Our empirical investigation of RVF suggests that tradition is only one aspect of the 158 commoditised farm tourism package. By situating this investigation in the everyday (Harding 159 1991), we find farm women in southern France activating representations of agriculture and 160 rurality that construct a much more complex image of life on the farm. "Their rurality" is 161 one which selectively punctuates tradition interweaving it with social practices and relations 162 endemic of contemporary gender and family roles, while negotiating political-economic 163 realities/uncertainties. In this regard, this paper accentuates the "messiness of rural space" and 164 the inability of farm tourism to map smoothly onto idealised imagery (Cloke 1997, p. 371) . 165
166

Theoretical Overview 167
Theories of social representation of the rural have become a growth industry over the 168 past two decades (Cloke 1997 ). The deconstructive turn advanced by post-modernism sparked 169 renewed interest in the rural through attention to the socially constructed process which makes 170 it possible (Halfacree 1993; Mormont 1990 ). The intellectual turn to culture and agency via 171 phenomenology and the sociology of knowledge (Cloke 1997; Woods 2005) , extended to the 172 rural, accentuates the process by which people creatively shape reality through everyday 173 interaction and imaginaries (Bell 2007; Cloke and Milbourne 1992; Falk and Pinhey 1978; 174 Halfacree 1993; Jones, 1995; Pratt, 1996) . From this intellectual tradition, 175 rurality arises from "the social production of a set of meanings" attributed to rural spaces, 176 peoples, and practices (Mormont 1990, p. 36) . 177
Foregrounding rural social interaction over spatial or materialist dimensions sets the 178 stage for understanding rurality as a dynamic "social construct and 'rural' becomes a world of 179 social, moral, and cultural values in which rural dwellers participate" (Cloke and Milbourne 180 1992, p. 360). This approach to the study of rurality has allowed scholars to probe "how 181 practice, behaviour, decision-making and performance are contextualized and influenced by 182 the social and cultural meanings attached to rural places" (Cloke 2006 , p. 21), thereby, 183 expanding our capacity to understand the realities of rural people. 184
Such work foregrounds the micro elements of social life, such as language and social 185 norms, the rural as imaginary or an 'idyll' (Bunce 1994) , and the situatedness of everyday 186 experience (Cloke 2006; Frouws 1998; Murdoch and Pratt 1993) . Everyday words, symbols 187 and actions become tools in a socialised arsenal to make meaning and represent rural selves to 188 others. Halfacree (1993, p. 29) , for example, argues that the rural is best represented through 189 discourse -through the "words and concepts understood and used by people in everyday talk." Roquefort production is an intensive and industrial process. Milk is stored on farm in bulk 280 tanks and trucks arrive daily to retrieve it and deliver it to a local cheese dairy for processing. 281
In 1960, there were 460 small cheese dairies across the region, but today there are seven. One 282 firm (Société) represents 70 per cent of the market. 283
Once the milk arrives at the dairy, the milk will be heated and rennet and penicillium 284 roqueforti will be added to ignite lactic fermentation. It is then cut to separate the curds and 285 whey, moulded into "loaves" or large wheels, and allowed to drain for two days. Next, the 286 cheese is salted and pricked to "enable the carbon dioxide generated during the fermentation 287 process to escape and thereby encourage the development of the penicillium roqueforti" 288 during the ripening process (Confédération Générale de Roquefort N.d. p. 47). Finally, the 289 cheese wheel is marked with information regarding herd origins and manufacturing date to 290 facilitate traceability and then sent for ripening to the limestone caves located beneath its 291 namesake village -Roquefort-sur-Soulzon. Natural ventilation in the cellars produces 292 constant humidity and temperature providing a conducive microclimate for activating the 293 penicillium roqueforti which creates the blue-green veins. Once ripe, women "cabin workers" 294 fold each wheel in tinfoil and prepare it for the market. In 2001, 3,000 tons of Roquefort was 295 exported to more than 90 countries (Frayssignes 2011) . 296
The symbolic imagery evoked by the industry in advertising and branding is one of 297 bucolic landscapes and the preservation of longstanding cultural traditions, yet this brief 298 overview affirms that the production of Roquefort is a highly industrialised process. Cheese 299 is manufactured via a regulated process informed by "the strictest scientific conditions" 300 offered by all members, from a basic option including Roquefort cheese and local wine to a 333 more elaborate one including Roquefort cheese, local wine, and traditional deserts. In 334 addition, the general outline of the guided tour is similar from one member to another (they 335 share the same educational material). Offering a homogeneous package is essential to the 336 members of RVF-especially to the founding members, in order to be clearly identified. 337
However, some differences exist depending on the characteristics of each farm and on each 338 member's personal interest and desire to develop one particular aspect of the business. The 339 RVF functions in some ways like a woman's auxiliary that serves to support and bolster -340 often via the realm of culture -the cheese industry. At the end of the farm tour, guests are 341 often directed to visit the caves in Roquefort-sur-Soulzon. 342
The leadership of RVF prefer to keep the Network small; at its largest there were six 343 members, but currently only four participate, ranging in ages from 45 to 62. Three of the four 344 members are also full-time farmers 3 working with either their husband or son, while the fourth 345 member identified herself as a farm employee. Regardless of official status, their primary role 346 on the farm is to milk the sheep twice daily. Three are also responsible for the management of 347 the farm records, and some also engage in other farm activities, such as poultry and 348
gardening. 349 350
Methods 351
The research design consisted of three components: 1) semi-structured interviews; 2) 352 participant observation; and, 3) document analysis. We interviewed each of the four members researchers were also given a guided tour of the farm and facilities. 360
Next, we proceeded to make participatory observations of the Network. Each author 361 assumed the role of tourist on two separate occasions and took part in an actual farm visit 362 along with other guests. The visit allowed us to observe first-hand the interaction of the host 363 with the guest, to hear the script, and to experience the visit as a tourist. Perhaps most 364 importantly, it allowed us to engage with other tourists, to watch their reactions and learn 365 what information appeared to resonate with them. 366
Lastly, we analysed a number of documents. These documents include the RVF 367 advertising brochure and their website. Network members were also able to provide us with a 368 number of newspaper articles profiling their work which turned out to be useful for 369 understanding the evolution of the group. 370
We
Representing Rurality 378
In this section, we analyse how Network members use their role as agritourism 379 entrepreneurs to represent agriculture and rural life. We examine women's agritourism work 380 in regards to the organisation of the initiative, its staging, performance, and the discourse they 381 use to animate rural life and agriculture. In this section we will show how RVF Network 382 members reproduce nostalgic imagery associated with an agrarian past along with traditional 383 social relations. Yet, tradition is not the only commodity on offer. Farm women also represent 384 agriculture and rural life in ways that animate modernity. First, we turn to a discussion of 385 traditional representation where we find women activating custom and convention in three 386 ways, through: 1) marketing, organising, and narrating the farm tour around AOC sanctioned 387 production practices; 2) designing and staging the farm tour; and, 3) their bodies via 388 performances as food provider and caretaker. 389
390
Rurality as Tradition 391
Understanding agriculture and rural representation by RVF members begins with the 392 process of organising the farm tour and delimiting the numerous possibilities farm tourism 393 could take. In this regard, the organisation of the tourism experience is prescribed, in part, by 394
Roquefort itself and the AOC certification process. Bowen and DeMaster (2011) 
For agritourism, this means that the codification of quality assurance standards in the 400 AOC legal framework not only establishes the parameters of production practices, but it also 401 establishes the parameters of any activity which seeks to communicate the nature of 402 production processes, such as farm tourism. Any effort to transmit the production practices of 403 sheep farming will indirectly follow the production guidelines set by Roquefort AOC. This 404 enhances the likelihood of homogeneity of tourist experience among members in the 405
Network, but distinguishes it from other non-Roquefort agritourism initiatives. 406
The AOC quality assurance standards prescribe the basic protocol for the production 407 process, foregrounding tradition, cultural heritage, and the distinctive properties of the natural 408 landscape. We can see women reproduce these guidelines in the way they market the 409 Network, organise the farm tour, and narrate the milk production process. Juliette's orientation is to follow the lead of the brochure and position her region and people 450 as distinctive, or "other", and, at the same time, illuminate the importance of cultural heritage. 451
Apolline uses her farm tour to achieve similar distinctive objectives. 452
When people arrive, first I speak about the region, its specificities. From there, we 453 speak about the park of the Grands Causses, then of the production area in which we 454 need to be located to produce milk to be used in the making of Roquefort. Next, I 455 focus on the farm with its specificities, how it works, how it's organised, where it's 456 located, its natural environment, its buildings, its architectural heritage. 457
Apolline's narrative punctuates the symbolic imagery associated with the unique features of 458 cultural heritage and tradition by enrolling AOC standards, the farm, nature, and architecture 459 as props to authenticate the representation. Perhaps the most significant prop is the barn. The rustic motif transports tourists to an agrarian past, all be it, one sanitised of the animals, 481 with attendant smells and sounds emblematic of authentic animal housing. 482
Lastly, we found women constructing an image of rurality as tradition with their 483 bodies. The performances they play as food providers and caretakers are an extension of 484 typical roles associated with women in the home, into the realm of farm tourism (Pini 2004) . 485
The women take it upon themselves to welcome the guests, guide the tour, write and deliver 486 the script, as well as cook and serve the snack. The wine and cheese are purchased locally, but 487 the desserts are prepared by each woman in her home kitchen. Foods are presented on 488 artisanal stoneware, both prepared and presented to further the yesteryear image through 489 home cooking and craft production. By assuming the role as cook, and presenting foods in a 490 traditional manner, the farm woman preform a traditional gendered division of labour -for 491 the purpose of commodification , while at the same time 492
representing notions of food purity and wholesomeness (Ilbery and Kneafsey 2000) . 493
This part of the paper has shown that tradition, cultural heritage, and distinctiveness 494 play key roles in the farm women's representations of rurality. They accomplish this in their 495 marketing, organisation, and narration of the farm tour, the designing and staging of the farm 496 tour, and through their bodies as they perform customary roles ascribed to rural women. This 497 supports previous research that has found farm tourism to be "inextricably intertwined with 498
historical, political, and cultural processes" (Pritchard and Morgan 2001, p. 168). Whether it 499
is the AOC certification standards that politically prescribe production parameters, or the 500 cultural artefacts that confer resource availability, farm women's representations reproduce a 501 binary division that may portray them and their livelihood as yesterday's people. This 502 "marking of difference" (Hall 1997 , p. 232), or "othering", may, indeed, be the commodity 503 that tourist's demand, yet today's image, may be tomorrow's obstacle. Such images run the 504 risk of fostering stereotypes of complex sub-cultures and places as simple, hardy and self-505 sufficient and not in need of responsive rural development policies. It may also further the 506 gulf between rural and urban populations if it is not replaced or buttressed with social and 507 cultural imagery that communicates authenticity of experience and contemporary realities. 508
Indeed, we discovered that traditional representations of rural life are not immutable. 509
Just as often as tradition was constructed, so too was the diversity and complexity of 510 contemporary life. We now turn to a discussion of how farm women use agritourism in ways 511 that confound tradition, heritage and distinctiveness. 512
Recoding Roquefort 513
Representations of agriculture and rurality by farm women accentuate classic imagery 514 associated with agrarian traditions, however, such representations were also buttressed by a 515 dynamism indicative of modernity. Beck (1992) tells us that under reflexive modernity, 516 individuals have more agency to construct their lives in a multiplicity of ways. Just as we saw 517 women instrumentally exploiting tradition for commodification, we also observed hosts 518 resisting convention, and infusing diversity and the prosaic elements of everyday farm and 519 family life into their agritourism operation to recode agriculture and rurality with a modern 520 orientation. In this section, we discuss how RVF members turn the tables on tradition in three 521 ways, through: 1) marketing, organising, and narrating the farm tour to accentuate knowledge 522 and professionalism; 2) performing everyday, lived experiences; and 3) with their bodies, via 523 identity management. 524
First, the very visibility of farm women is far from a minor addition to the rural story. 525
Women's place on the farm has historically been read as largely exploited and invisible 526 The representation of farm women as professionals begins once again in the marketing 537 domain as the brochure emphasizes farm tourism as not a way of life or hobby, but a "job". 538 "Animated by the desire to share their passion for their job, four agricultrices' [farm women] 539 invite you to discover their job in all its richness/intensity." Historically, farm women were 540 referred to as paysan or fermière. Around the mid-century -during rapid adoption of 541 industrial farming methods, the modern label of agriculteur began to be applied to farmers 542 who embraced production for commercial markets with intensive and scientific methods. At 543 the same time, a woman similarly engaged in commercial agriculture began to be referred to 544 as an agricultrice. By invoking the label agricultrices, members of the Network align 545 themselves with this professional status. 546
In the early days of the Network, members worked closely with the Grands Causses 547
Regional Park which trained them to host farm tourism activities. Jocelyne recalls being 548 excited by their insistence on professionalism. They warned, "be careful, your job is being a 549 farmer, people don't want to come to a museum. People want to come to your workplace." 550 She took this advice to heart and structured a well-organised tour along with a narrative that 551 recounted for guests the highly technical aspects of the production process along with 552 economic and political realities of modern day sheep farming. 553
The importance of professionalism was reinforced by each member, but more 554 noticeable among the younger members. Some made significant investments to construct a 555 professional agritourism business. Juliette left her husband, two sons, and the family farm for 556 four months to attend cheese school in the north of France. This was very unpopular with her 557 husband and in-laws, who feared neighbours might gossip about her absence from the home 558 for such a period. She insisted that proper training was crucial, in part, because her dream is to 559 expand the operation one day to produce her own cheese. 560
Professionalism is also accompanied by the assertion of independence and autonomy. 561
Women resisted traditional farm roles where they were ascribed to the role of 'farm help', and 562 advocated for having their own "activity." "A little something of my own on the farm" was 563 the primary driver for entrepreneurialism among each woman. As Apolline put it, "when you 564 arrive on your in-laws farm, you need to create your own space." For Jocelyne, once newly 565 married, her husband preferred she assume traditional mothering and homemaking roles. 566
When I arrived here we were three generations under one roof and my mother-in-law 567 was doing my husband's wash…He would tell me, 'for God's sake, why can't you 568 stay home?' I told him no, I would be bored…It is important for me to have 569 relationships. I thought that starting this activity, welcoming people, would help me 570 recreate these relationships and give me something of my own. 571
Perhaps the most forceful in her demand for autonomy was Apolline who agreed to "work on 572 the farm and in agritourism only if [she] was in charge to the same degree as [her] husband 573 and brother-in-law…[They] took the decision to go into agritourism together." In this way, 574 their desire for their own individual income-generating farm activity, is in line with other 575 research that has found autonomy to be a driving motivational factor in the decision to farm 576 more generally (see Mooney, 1986) . 577
Each of the members saw themselves as the primary agritourism entrepreneur and the 578 husband as secondary. This relocates women in positions of authority and demotes men to the 579 role of helper. Even though Apolline claimed her husband was an equal partner and regularly 580 involved, she described his role as being primarily confined to the backstage where he was 581 responsible for maintenance and infrastructure. His regularly occurring visible role was to 582 provide entertainment for the guests; when she slips out to get the snack he performs a short 583 sheepdog demonstration. Such a division of labour situates women in positions of authority 584 and furthers the separation with tradition, and at the same time, it also recasts men in 585 agriculture. 586
According to Charlotte, she and her husband also embarked upon agritourism 587 primarily as a joint venture. They share in leading the tours even though there are strong rural 588 norms that go against such activity for men. 589
My husband likes leading the tours but he says that most farmers around here would 590 not, rural areas are patriarchal where men drive tractors and women milk. Other 591 farmers would make fun of him if they knew he hosted visitors on the farm…I don't 592 consider welcoming guests as feminine, my husband prepares flowers and jam, but 593 some do. 594
These cases suggest that women's professionalism in agritourism casts men in secondary 595 roles. Now men play the part of 'helper' and assist in uncompensated work that resides in the 596 sphere of cultural reproduction. 597
The dependence on science and technology is also seen to challenge the dominance of 598 tradition. Farm women choreograph and narrate the tour in ways that demonstrate a broad 599 knowledge base in a range of complicated social, biological, and technological processes. Just 600 as the barns can be enrolled to mimic tradition, tours are also choreographed to highlight 601 state-of-the-art buildings equipped with the latest technology, such as modern milking 602 machines and hay driers. Charlotte de-emphasizes tradition when she explains why the old 603 stone barn can no longer serve the needs of a modern sheep farm. Jocelyne incorporates 604 modernity when she recounts the long programme of selective breeding that has doubled milk 605 production over the last 20 years. 606
Women commonly reported that the guests were unprepared to see such 'modern' 607 technology and production practices. Agathe said, "when they arrive they are surprised to see 608 the way we work, the buildings, the milking room. They see the milking room tiled and they 609 say 'it's a real lab that you have.'" Apolline's overview shows how she disseminates modern 610 production practices. 611 I start it in the area where we dry hay where there is enough space and were I set up 612 explanatory posters. There, I explain how to manage a sheep herd. Everyone can ask 613 questions. I explain everything, births, lambs' sales, why milk control, old ewe's sales 614 -the entire production cycle. Then, I tell them about the principle of in-door hay 615 drying which takes place right behind them, the feeding of the sheep. Then we walk 616 across the sheep barn itself, I tell them why there are different areas, how it works. I 617 start the automatic feeder to show them how it works. After, I go into the milking 618 room where I start the milking machines so that they can see how it works and we take 619 advantage of this moment to speak about what happens with the milk and its process 620 into Roquefort cheese. We speak about the milk, its components, all the sanitary 621 controls, traceability, the arrival of the milk into the cheese factory then the Roquefort 622 caves. Then, we go the water treatment area planted with reeds. Then we reach the last 623 hour when my husband gives them the sheepdog show so that I can prepare the snacks. 624
Each of the women reported showcasing production practices designed to impress the tourist 625 with state-of-the-art methods and the upmost regard for adherence to quality assurance 626 standards. As guests are led through the barns they are exposed to stainless steel bulk tanks 627 that store milk at precise temperatures, equipment used to test daily for pathogens in the milk, 628 and machines that can milk 500-600 sheep in an hour. They walk by posters that detail 629 Lastly, we found contemporary traces represented in the routine staging of women's 672 bodies as they dress to look the part of a real farmer. Some agritourism operators find it 673 useful to wear culturally specific attire to evoke some desired sentiment (Brandth and Haugen 674 2010), but the women in the Network eschew traditional dress in favour of modelling a 675 twentieth-first century representation. Apolline is often told by guests that they did not expect 676 to "meet a farm woman looking like [her] . Maybe they were expecting someone older. 677
Usually they are also surprised to see a house with a lawn, a farm house well-ordered. They 678 tell me that they were not expecting a modern, dynamic woman like me." For some members, 679 dress can be an important way to defensively manage an impression of themselves. Looking 680 the part of a modern farm woman can also be a tool to combat the negative stereotypes often 681 directed toward rural people. Juliette's fashion choices seem to be aimed at both these ends. Literature suggests that for decades farm women had been confined to the backstage, 748 exploited and invisible, in charge of the household and required to contribute to male-defined 749 farm activities (Sachs, 1983; Saugeres, 2002) . Agritourism may provide women an 750 opportunity to move to the front stage of the farm. In fact, hosting visitors on the farm might 751 afford women the opportunity to move from a position of societal invisibility (Sachs, 1983) to 752 assume roles that hold promise for significant influence. 
